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AWARDS, CERTIFICATES & OTHER WORDS

Whether you need one name added to a printed diploma (or names added to a hundred diplomas)
or a special one-of-a-kind presentation, I can make any award unique.

Filling in Printed Awards Custom designed awards & other words

It is very helpful, when completing printed certificates in
calligraphy, to have at least 10% extra. These can be used
in case of errors (both yours & mine).
Although there are several variables, such as paper texture
size and color, that can influence pricing, I can provide
the following pricing guidelines for filling in your
certificate using black ink and one of the calligraphy styles
shown on this page:
One Name added: $3
Additional lines* added: $3 - $5
*Multiple pieces with the same date may be less
These prices are for rough estimating only. An accurate
estimate can only be given once I know more details about
your specific project.

If you need a unique presentation or have a favorite poem
or other words you would like to have handwritten,
contact me by phone or e-mail.
I create certificates for retirements, honors awards, &
weddings, and I am happy to create Quaker wedding
certificates and certificates for commitment ceremonies
and civil unions.

To give you an estimate I need to know:

• Exact text, including important line breaks
• Other elements that must be included, such as signature
lines or seals
• Size & Orientation (tall or wide)
• Any other idea you have about the design
• When you need this work from me.

I have a minimum fee of $15 and I add a minimum of $5 or cost for any postage or shipping
I am only one person and can only take on as much work as I can personally complete in a given time.
Please contact me to confirm my availability to work on your project and current pricing & fees. Prices are subject to change.

